Stonetree Farm
When you mention Collingwood most people
think immediately of skiing in the Blue
Mountains. But Collingwood has long been a
mecca for many aspiring young horse enthusiasts
who respond to the lure of competition at the
areas world class equestrian venues.
Such a facility is Stonetree Farm, a sprawling
100 acres with all the amenities a top level
boarding/show venue needs. Spacious stalls,
large paddocks with sturdy oak fencing, an
indoor arena and outdoor sand ring and all the
conveniences aspiring riders need to excel are
offered at Stonetree.
The facility was created and developed by Lorella Zanchetta and David Brennen. Stonetree Farm provides
coaching on many circuits from schooling shows to the A Circuit. During the off season Stonetree can be found
showing in South Carolina and Florida.
With horses competing at many levels and riders at various levels of experience a good feeding program is a
priority to Lorella and her management team. The farm uses Fit & Fibre, Phase V, All Phase and Flax Appeal.
Lorella had this to say about Pomodoro ridden by Hannah Brennen one of the farm’s great young riders.
“We found that in Florida, the pony had progressively less energy and a duller coat on a different brand of feed.
After returning to our barn in Collingwood in April, the pony's energy level visibly increased, his coat became
brighter, dappled and shiny. We noticed a difference in the pony's overall well-being once he was back on a
Brooks ration.”
More and more top level equestrians and facilities like Stonetree are discovering that Brooks has the variety of
feeds and supplements they need to provide manageable energy for competition and balanced nutrients for good
health and vitality. Our thanks to Stonetree for their support of Brooks Feeds and young equestrians.
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